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ABSTRACT

Across the country, public schools are more than just learning environments for students; they are designated emergency shelters in times of natural disasters, such as hurricanes, tsunamis, and tornadoes. This thesis examines the use of public schools as emergency shelters as an integral part of homeland security. It specifically addresses the experiences in the State of Hawaii and examines the practices and policies of Florida, Texas, and Japan. Through a case study of these locations, recommendations are made for the State of Hawaii regarding the practice of maintaining schools as shelters, strengthening security and safety, and clarifying its role.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

During a major storm event that activates school shelters for citizens, three overarching areas require consideration: the practice of schools as shelters, the safety and security of a facility, and the role of government. This thesis brings attention to these areas, which are lacking in Hawaii, and examines cases in Florida, Texas, and Japan due to their governments dedicating public resources to ensure emergency preparation following weather events.

The analysis uses information from subject matter sources in emergency preparation and sheltering including government reports, news articles, studies, and other pertinent literature. The research identifies requirements and challenges, analyzes solutions from the case studies, synthesizes data, and applies the solutions to Hawaii. It concludes with an assessment through policy recommendations. The research reveals Hawaii’s challenges in maintaining schools as shelters range from appropriate building standards and retrofitting to emergency management training for school personnel and funding.

Within the practice of schools as shelters, it was found that attention should be given to shelter criteria, as well as resources. Hawaii is lacking in these areas, whereas Florida and Japan have made them a priority by embedding criteria and resources in their laws. At least one school district in Texas has focused on establishing stronger shelter criteria in the construction and retrofitting of its schools. Hawaii should do more in adopting shelter criteria for schools and investing in appropriate expertise and resources.

When analyzing the issue of safety and security, it became evident that training is essential to prepare school officials for their role in managing their schools for sheltering. Required training is limited in Hawaii to emergency management officials and offered as a service, whereas in Texas, Florida, and Japan, training is incorporated at the school, and sometimes, community levels. Texas makes training resources available through a school safety center. Florida holds a Governor’s Hurricane Conference that provides consistent training and workshops for managers to use at their organizations. In Japan, disaster-
resiliency is ingrained in its culture; evacuation drills are consistently held throughout the country.

Another area considered in the research is the existence of security background checks and medical tracking of sheltering citizens evacuees. Texas has established a process called Operation Safe Shelter, which tracks the presence of registered sex offenders and uses the Texas Emergency Tracking Network to assure that evacuating patients are accounted and cared for, providing situational awareness for shelter managers and protections for shelter users.

Florida, Texas, and Japan have prioritized these critical areas through legislation, and in some cases allocated funding for shelter criteria. Established laws provide for accountability for these assets. However, funding is an issue for Texas in meeting the building code requirements for tornado-strength protections. Hawaii has yet to establish laws for schools as shelters and the cases presented offer best practices from which Hawaii can derive and create policies and begin to give schools that become shelters the attention they deserve and need.

Further research into background check systems and the role of the American Red Cross with regard to schools as shelter management will also allow for more insight and better approaches to managing this dual purpose of schools.
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I. PREPARING FOR THE STORM

The world’s population is growing and projected to reach 8.5 billion by 2030, according to the United Nations. The U.S. Census Bureau estimates the U.S. population will have reached 359.4 million the same year. Among its 50 states and territories, Americans live in a variety of geographic locations, which include areas vulnerable to severe weather, such as coastal cities and islands. Climate change is advancing, and the debate over its effects of is ongoing; however, many experts correlate extreme weather with climate change. Catastrophic storms are a threat to life and property, and government leaders have a responsibility to ensure that emergency preparations are in place in communities, particularly having the ability to safely shelter citizens.

For years, national leaders have been aware of the possibility of rising sea levels and increasing storm intensity. In the 2008 Climate Change in Coastal Regions hearing, Senator Jeff Bingaman of New Mexico stated, “The longevity of our infrastructure argues for us to look long-term in the planning and design of new systems. Decisions made today for the creation of new infrastructure need to occur in ways that ensure that such infrastructure is robust enough to cope with or adapt to changing climate conditions.”

Several states must adapt to increasing natural events, particularly those in coastal regions and in states prone to hurricanes and tornadoes.

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT

U.S. federal policy only goes so far in dictating what states should do to elevate their emergency preparation status. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) aims “to build, sustain and improve [its] capability to prepare for, protect

---


against, respond to, recover from, and mitigate all hazards.”

Safeguarding citizens during extreme weather events include providing ample emergency shelter for evacuees from threatened areas. FEMA provides emergency shelter design standards for local jurisdictions. States can apply for storm shelter funding through FEMA’s Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP); however, the program’s funds are limited. This limitation makes the application process for funds competitive and presents a challenge to states that may not have the resources to complete the application process effectively.

FEMA describes community shelters as facilities that serve as temporary protective areas for varying numbers of people, anywhere from a dozen to a few hundred. Schools are designed to have gathering spaces, such as cafeterias or gymnasiums, to accommodate a large number of people. Thus, schools are a natural fit for emergency shelters. However, this requires that the structural design of a school be made with consideration of its sheltering purposes. Schools must be “hardened,” which means the building must be able to resist wind pressures and windborne debris impacts during a high-wind event. Aside from being high-wind resistant, schools should be equipped with technical capabilities that allow for safeguards within the sheltering period and communication during a weather event.

Education facilities are a subsector of the Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) government facilities sector, one of 18 critical infrastructure divisions. This thesis explores a range of safety and management issues relating to the use of schools as

---


emergency shelters. However, the responsibility to mandate safe rooms or storm shelters in public facilities is the province of states or counties. Nevertheless, few states have mandated the construction of new schools to include the storm shelter codes recommended by FEMA.

The International Code Council (ICC) developed the International Building Code (IBC), which is used in the “design, building and compliance process to construct safe, sustainable, affordable and resilient structures.” The IBC requires buildings in regions exposed to tornado-speed winds of 250 miles per hour to be built to withstand such wind strengths. For other regions of the country, storm shelters are voluntary; however, FEMA requires all facilities that provide storm sheltering to comply with ICC 500, the standard for design and construction of storm shelters.

Since most public school facilities serve a dual purpose as institutions of education and public shelters, they play a key role in protecting lives. As states make the necessary changes to build or retrofit schools to comply with storm sheltering standards, they face funding challenges. Also, states that fall outside of regions with a disproportionately high frequency of tornadoes may not have sheltering on the radar. Under DHS’s National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP), educational facilities have a responsibility to have comprehensive emergency management plans that mitigate risk and enhance safety. What is not noted in the NIPP is the dual-purpose role that schools play as public shelters and the necessary changes to build or retrofit schools to comply with storm sheltering standards.

---


In the State of Hawaii, many public schools are identified as hurricane evacuation shelters by the Hawaii Emergency Management Agency (HIEMA). When a severe hurricane or tsunami strikes Hawaii, emergency shelters are essential for coastal residents and visitors. Hawaii is home to 1.4 million residents and up to 835,000 monthly visitors. During times of severe weather or tsunami warnings, visitors and residents in coastal areas are evacuated, and all people are advised to go to the nearest shelter.

Policies are needed to ensure these facilities meet requirements for evacuation shelters. Hawaii Building Code rules date back to the adoption of the 2012 IBC. However, a September 2016 Hawaii Business Magazine story noted:

ambiguous language in Hawaii’s current code fails to fully communicate some requirements, potentially putting buildings and their occupants at greater risk. More concerning, many Hawaii homes were built under even older, less stringent codes. Older commercial buildings, schools, and other structures were built to higher standards than homes yet might fail to meet more modern standards.

A facility issue was brought to the forefront when on February 9, 2015, wind gusts reached 60 miles an hour and obliterated portions of the roof of an elementary school cafeteria, alerting officials that Hawaii school facilities may not be properly equipped to serve as shelters.

B. RESEARCH QUESTION

This thesis asks the question, what practices and policies can help Hawaii improve its use of schools as public shelters during severe weather? In the practice of

using schools as public shelters, this thesis: (1) presents practices and policies that exist, (2) analyzes challenges and solutions, and (3) explores government oversight.

C. LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review includes analysis of current guidance, reports, and related government policies in emergency shelter preparedness. Sources consulted include a study on the condition of schools, federally recommended shelter building codes and designs, FEMA’s guidelines and recommendations, and management-system models from Florida, Texas, and Japan. Areas explored for this review include schools as shelters, safety and security issues, and the role of government. Additionally, while the literature review does not delve into the science on climate change, a discussion on disaster risk reduction based on climate impacts has been included in the role of government section.

1. Schools as Shelters

The Department of Defense’s Office of Civil Defense has recognized the value of schools as shelters. In 1962, it published the *Professional Guide Series: Incorporation of Shelter into Schools*, which addresses the threat of nuclear radiation by suggesting fallout shelter designs for schools. The publication notes the economic benefit that school facilities provide, “Since the area is in constant use, the various systems serving it will be constantly maintained and kept in first class operating condition. In addition, shelter occupants, whether from the school or the community, will not have to become accustomed to unfamiliar surroundings, equipment or administrative personnel.”

For these reasons, schools have remained ideal locations for public shelters during emergencies.

A 1999 report based on a survey conducted by the National Center for Educational Statistics for the U.S. Department of Education (USED) also acknowledges that schools are designated as evacuation centers in times of natural hazards, such as hurricanes, tsunamis, and tornadoes. The study, which focused on the age of schools,

---

surveyed the condition of 903 public schools in the United States. It found that “older schools are in more disrepair, lack the necessary infrastructure for advanced telecommunications systems, have inefficient mechanical systems, and may lack safety features.” According to the study, the average age of schools was 42 years. The study did not address schools as functioning community sheltering facilities and the building maintenance for that purpose.

Technical capabilities during a disaster are important to ensure communication and efficiency. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) cited the Department of Energy in 2003 as stating, “Under an extreme national disaster scenario, schools could provide a safe haven for up to 25 to 50 million citizens, or about 9%–18% of the U.S. resident population.” NREL makes the case that schools should be energy independent as storm shelters. By making school facilities self-reliant, NREL argues that it has “great value to the community during difficult times.” In a time when many people depend on technology to communicate, an argument can be made on maintaining or building facilities with that in mind.

Solar advocates make a case for the necessity of energy security as part of emergency preparedness. This topic was the center of discussion at a 2005 symposium in Los Angeles where professionals from the solar and technology fields gathered to discuss “how our schools could become the center of emergency preparedness in response to a major earthquake disaster.” The Clean Energy Group 2005 report on Energy Security and Emergency Preparedness recommendations for federal action include requiring critical facilities to use clean energy technologies, and develop federal-state partnerships

---


to “fund installations and facilitate joint procurement.” Similar recommendations for the state and local level were also listed; however, action on these recommendations has not occurred nationwide. The recommendations aim to strengthen emergency preparedness and create an energy sufficient environment.

2. Safety and Security

In 2006, Professor Norio Okada of the Kyoto University’s Disaster Prevention Research Institute proposed a framework for integrated risk management called the Vitae System Model. This model suggests a holistic view of cities, regions, and communities through three fundamental functions: survivability, vitality, and conviviality and communication. Important elements to achieve these system functions would need to include location, maintenance, and management of shelters.

In addressing the location of shelters, Weix Xu et al. from Kyoto University’s Department of Urban Management offer a systemic approach to the concepts and types of disaster shelters as described by the Vitae System. Xu et al. take the viewpoint that “shelter planning should appropriately link up post-disaster process to pre-disaster processes, so … some special methodological approach … can systematically combine retroactive event and proactive event.” Xu et al. outline categories of disaster shelters as wide-area, temporary, accommodation, and accommodation shelters for people who need support in the disaster. Xu et al. further state, “The safety of a shelter is the first and most

---
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important component of the shelter planning.” Xu et al. also make a comparison of the types of shelters identified in Japan, the United States, and China. They compare these countries’ disaster shelter criteria, which show Japan and the United States recognize the importance of safe location areas. However, Japan prioritizes safe evacuation routes and “lifeline support” and management of the shelter by community people. The U.S. guidance does not prioritize management among the top criteria for emergency shelters. The authors explain that the United States categorizes shelters only as emergency and temporary shelters. An emergency shelter is a place for “potential disaster victims to stay for a short period.” Defining the type of shelters that exist is important in the planning process. A temporary shelter provides shelter for a longer period of time for those who are displaced due to loss of property. The fundamental functions of the Vitae System provide a best practice approach to shelter planning.

In addressing safety and security, the severity of an incoming storm can be unpredictable. Although this thesis does not focus on disaster risk reduction (DRR), literature supports its link to climate change. The United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR) addresses the overlapping challenges of disaster risk, sustainable development, and climate change. The UNISDR has published four briefing documents over the span of three years on climate change and disaster risk reduction to “enhance knowledge and understanding of comprehensive risk management approaches.”

Supporting this theory are risk management consultants Bob Alexander and Jessica Mercer, who address climate change mitigation in an essay about process framework in decision making. The paper addresses the development of integrated community-based risk reduction processes for risk reduction in communities.

---

30 Wei Xu et al., “Conceptual Model of Shelter Planning Based on the Vitae System,” 4.
31 Ibid.
One of the challenges in sheltering people from all walks of life is the possibility of integrating registered sex offenders under the same roof with women and children. Arlikatti, Kendra, and Clark raise concern over tracking and sheltering registered sex offenders following Hurricane Katrina in 2005. The paper highlights a mitigation effort that took place in Texas where the Office of the Attorney General (OAG) launched a program called Operation Safe Shelter. According to a September 17, 2008 press release, the program is an emergency service that provides information about registered sex-offenders to shelter personnel. The press release states, “After confirming that subjects appeared on the sex offender registry, OAG personnel informed shelter supervisors and local law enforcement officials about the confirmation, thereby enabling authorities to closely monitor the subjects or otherwise respond appropriately.”

Texas has prepared a system for mass evacuations that includes the tracking of registered sexual offenders during transit, “to keep sex offenders and others who may be wanted by police off the same buses used by the most vulnerable during an evacuation.” In the event of an emergency evacuation, evacuees are registered and tracked through use of radio frequency identification (RFID) technology. An issued RFID wristband is scanned with a wireless device as a person boards a state vehicle, where the information is then added to the bus-boarding log. The evacuee’s information is transmitted wirelessly to The University of Texas Center for Space Research data center. More research is necessary to learn details about the use and effectiveness of this tracking system.

---


A non-profit organization in Japan has raised the issue of security in mass evacuation shelters. *Japan Today* published an article that stated, “According to project representatives, numerous cases of rapes, sexual assaults and groping that targeted women and children, were reported after the Great Hanshin Earthquake in 1995.” The concern over sexual assaults in evacuation centers was also raised following the 7.0 magnitude earthquake that struck Kumamoto on April 16, 2016.

3. The Role of Government

Researcher John Twigg at the University College of London addresses the process of risk management and the critical role of government. He states, “The challenge of incorporating risk reduction into an organisation goes far beyond formal documents and project planning. Policies and practices must be understood, implemented and maintained. Organisations should assess their own capacity to understand and address the disaster problem. Review procedures should be set in place.” Twigg supports the claim that government must do more in making disaster preparation a priority.

In 2009, FEMA and the Hawaii Civil Defense Division produced two documents to delineate roles and responsibilities for a catastrophic hurricane. These documents are an example of federal and state collaboration in planning for a severe storm and the research examines whether schools as critical infrastructure is given attention. Additionally, Florida, Texas, and Japan have ample resources to examine how the roles of government in prioritizing emergency preparation.

Sufficient literature is available that highlights the significance of systemic approaches in preparing for weather-related disasters. Studies on climate change provide a case for states to prepare for more frequent storms and the importance of sheltering facilities, such as schools. In 2006, the Government Accountability Office released

---
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findings on the federal climate change funding, which mainly fall under the Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of Energy. The report had recommended that the agencies develop policy requirements. The respective environmental and natural resources committees have held hearings over the years. The 2008 U.S. Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources held a hearing on climate change in coastal regions. The Chairman stated, “It’s expected that within the next 50 years, we will see accelerated sea-level rise, increased storm intensity, and significant coastal erosion. The consequences of these events should not be underestimated.” There are a number of non-governmental and governmental documents that provide context to the action by states regarding climate change.

In 2013, President Obama signed an executive order directing federal agencies to take steps for communities to strengthen their resilience to extreme weather and prepare for other impacts of climate change. The order states:

Managing these risks requires deliberate preparation, close cooperation, and coordinated planning by the Federal Government, as well as by stakeholders, to facilitate Federal, State, local, tribal, private-sector, and nonprofit-sector efforts to improve climate preparedness and resilience; help safeguard our economy, infrastructure, environment, and natural resources; and provide for the continuity of executive department and agency operations, services, and programs.

The extent of comprehensive implementation of this executive order at the state and local levels is unknown. However, in 2014, the Hawaii Climate Adaption Initiative Act became law and called for the establishment of an Interagency Climate Adaptation


42 Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.

43 Exec. Order No. 13653, Preparing the United States for the Impacts of Climate Change, Office of the Press Secretary, The White House (November 1, 2013).
Committee (ICAC). The ICAC’s first task was developing a statewide Sea Level Rise Vulnerability Assessment and Adaption Report, with a deadline of December 31, 2017.

Other literature shows that Hawaii’s building infrastructure is not up to current building standards that have been released in anticipation of stronger storms. The Report of Recommended Statewide Public Hurricane Shelter Criteria was developed in response to the Disaster Emergency Preparedness Act of 2005. Information from this report notes Hawaii’s severe public shelter shortage. Hawaii schools are mentioned in the report as public emergency shelters that meet only the minimum building standards.

4. Summary

The compiled literature reveals the need for further study and research into schools as public shelters. Ongoing examination into this problem space will bring needed attention to states faced with the challenge of aging school facilities and constrained budgets. Highlighting the practices of areas frequented by turbulent weather, such as Florida, Texas, and Japan, brings forward the issues and gaps that exist in Hawaii.

D. RESEARCH DESIGN

In answering the research questions, the research design comprises three steps: (1) identifying requirements and challenges, (2) analyzing solutions from three case studies, and (3) synthesizing and applying the cases studies to Hawaii and then assessing through policy recommendations. The analysis uses information from subject matter sources in emergency preparation and sheltering including government reports, news articles, studies, and other pertinent literature. States and countries with the incentive to dedicate

---
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public resources to ensure emergency preparation measures are those that have experienced severe weather trends. Therefore, case examinations include Florida, Texas, and Japan.

Florida, where hurricanes are frequent, has allocated state investments, combined with funding from FEMA, to improve or build new storm shelters. The state sets exemplary policies supported by an executive commitment toward funding resources and management required for hardening schools for sheltering. A model practice can be derived from a better understanding of how Florida agencies work together in their emergency preparation efforts.

The safety and security of an activated shelter is a critical component to safeguarding evacuees. Texas offers an approach to sheltering registered sex offenders in disasters. While it is one safety-related area for analysis, consideration is given to solutions for preventing violence and combatting the spread of communicable diseases. At least one city in Texas has adopted the latest IBC standards; however, the literature shows that financial concerns prevent expansion in other districts.

Japan has similar island topography to Hawaii and has suffered extreme weather events including tsunamis and typhoons. With those experiences come many lessons learned, which include evacuation and sheltering preparation. Literature suggests that Japan has made immediate adjustments to its system following each natural disaster. Examining Japan’s inclusive approach to management and large-scale volunteerism would be beneficial in determining policy options for Hawaii and other coastal states.

While varying areas of deficiencies can be found in Hawaii, this thesis does not identify all the challenges that exist in using schools as public shelters. The scope of this thesis analyzes the use of schools as public shelters as it pertains to safety and security, as well as resource management. Three main areas of concern emerged from the literature review: schools as shelters, safety and security, and the role of government.

This thesis explores how issues relevant to the areas within the research scope are connected. This thesis highlights solutions and concludes with an analysis of the
applicability of these issues to Hawaii and other coastal states. It presents a case that attention to schools as shelters is important in keeping communities safe.

E. CHAPTER OUTLINE

This chapter brought the issue of schools as shelters to attention and summarized literature used as resources towards shaping the framework of this thesis. The following chapters examine the possible deficiencies that exist in the practice of having schools serve as community evacuation centers or emergency shelters, and highlights solutions to those challenges. The next chapter provides a synthesis of current practices in Hawaii. Subsequent chapters highlight the practices in Florida, Texas, and Japan. The research focuses on three key areas discussed in the literature review: (a) schools as shelters, (b) safety and security, and (c) the role of government. Concluding chapters analyze what practices can be applicable to Hawaii, and based on the analysis, then formulate policy recommendations for consideration.
II. NEED FOR PREPARATION: HAWAII

The 50th state, Hawaii, is home to nearly 1.4 million residents, with more than 953,200 on the capitol island of Oahu. Nicknamed the Gathering Place, Oahu gathers more people every year. The U.S. Census Bureau reports the annual population increase on Oahu alone is projected to be 0.4 percent. FEMA Region IX has recognized Hawaii’s unique geography and the weather events that can take place. Emergency management officials reported, “The State of Hawaii’s topography causes orographic speed-up resulting in intensification of wind speed across ridges and through valleys. As winds funnel between urban buildings and structures, they have the potential to amplify effects.” It is no surprise then that in 2009 FEMA Region IX and local emergency management officials developed a response plan in the event a Category 4 hurricane struck Oahu. The focus of the plan is long-term recovery.

All the Hawaiian Islands have a challenge of better preparing residents and visitors for the possibility of a catastrophic storm, which would lessen the devastating effects that speed the recovery. This chapter examines the hurricane risks Hawaii faces. It provides an overview of Hawaii’s efforts for public sheltering in the event of a storm and analyzes the use of school buildings.

A. OVERVIEW

It has been over two decades since Hawaii has experienced a severe hurricane that resulted in thousands of residents seeking shelter outside of their homes. The Central


53 Ibid., 9.
Pacific Hurricane season runs from June 1 to November 30. An average of five tropical cyclones occurs annually in the Central Pacific. Typically, storm systems that have approached Hawaii from the east since 1950 eventually weaken to tropical storms or depressions. While it is rare for the eye of a hurricane to hit the Hawaiian Islands directly, it has happened. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)’s Central Pacific Hurricane Center references five “notable Hawaiian hurricanes;” among them is Hurricane Iniki, the strongest and costliest hurricane to strike Hawaii. The eye of this Category 4 hurricane ripped across the island of Kauai on September 11, 1992, leaving $1.3 billion of damage. A post-storm report noted that thousands of homes were leveled and 12,000 residents were accommodated in public shelters during and after Iniki. Neighboring Oahu was also affected by the storm, but damage was much less severe. The number of evacuees who sought refuge in public shelters on Oahu was 30,000. A 1993 report that provided lessons learned from Iniki noted not only the lack of public shelters available at the time of the storm but also the lack of trained shelter managers.

Having protocols in place for warning systems and evacuations is part of the many aspects of emergency preparation efforts. However, emergency plans for Hawaii focus in large part on the recovery from a catastrophic event. In 2009, FEMA issued a hurricane operations plan (OPLAN) for Hawaii that outlined federal and state responsibilities and roles. The plan was created with the consideration of a Category 4 hurricane striking the island of Oahu. The plan reads as follows, “Approximately 650,000 people are expected to be displaced from their homes after a catastrophic hurricane on Oahu. The vast majority of residential structures within the State are unable to withstand

57 “Central Pacific Hurricane Center."
59 Ibid.
catastrophic hurricane winds.” 60 The OPLAN provides a list of “hub and spoke” staging sites to support displaced populations on Oahu. It describes these sites as a staging area that “will support several subordinate shelters through food distributions, communications, [and] supplies.” 61 The identified hub shelters listed in the plan are mainly public school sites; a mix of elementary and high schools. 62 School systems have the responsibility of ensuring that education facilities can meet the needs of the operating plan. This compliance adds more responsibility for those schools in ensuring education facilities meet the needs for the hub and spoke system.

Moreover, the OPLAN estimated 80,000 visitors would require sheltering. A safety plan from the Hawaii Tourism Authority (HTA) has acknowledged “there is yet no comprehensive destination-wide contingency plan for worst-case scenarios in which visitors may be stranded, lack accommodations, etc.” 63 The HTA five-year 2016 strategic plan did not make recommendations for the tourism organization to establish an evacuation protocol, which would need to take into account the visitors who stay in alternative accommodations. When FEMA and local emergency officials updated the 2015 hurricane plan, it did not specify evacuation procedures for visitors but mentioned HTA must inform visitors of flight availability because of the possibility of cancellations and delays due to weather. 64

Increasing trends of stronger storms have been cited by county emergency officials, who play a key role in evaluating what areas would be most threatened by a catastrophic storm. Honolulu County updated its tsunami zones in 2016 to reflect the increased hazards of larger ocean swells. 65 The expanded evacuation zones affect 20
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public and private schools. It is imperative for schools located in these zones to perform frequent drills to improve readiness by staff, students, and their families. In the last decade, ongoing development within these evacuation zones has resulted in placing increased populations at risk. In noting the increase in residential and commercial real estate on the Honolulu coasts, reporter Chris Kirkham states, “Between Waikiki and downtown Honolulu, one of the last available parcels for coastal redevelopment in urban Oahu is undergoing a transformation.” The transformation of more residential buildings does not include the highest building standards for shelter safety. In 2014, Civil Beat reporter Sophie Cocke wrote, “More than two-thirds of the island’s approximately 950,000 residents would be displaced, as the vast majority of residential structures aren’t built to withstand Category 4 winds.” Based on that estimation of displaced people, more attention to shelter inventory is needed. A 1993 report that provided lessons learned from Iniki noted not only the lack of public shelters available at the time of the storm but also the lack of trained shelter managers.

B. SCHOOLS AS SHELTERS

Hawaii looked to Florida as an example of laws established to ensure ample shelter space and its use of school facilities designed to include enhanced hurricane protection areas (EHPA). Hawaii’s 2005 Hurricane Shelter Criteria Committee issued recommendations based on Florida criteria and also requested more support for


implementation in the state’s building design and construction.\textsuperscript{72} This committee accounted a shelter capacity shortfall of at least 175,000 persons.\textsuperscript{73} Furthermore, the schools identified as public emergency shelters met only the minimum recommended standards.\textsuperscript{74} The committee stated:

\begin{quote}
The Florida Legislature enacted a law establishing comprehensive measures to reduce a large statewide deficit of shelter space. These measures included a hurricane shelter survey and retrofit program and new requirements for the design and construction of school facilities to include Enhanced Hurricane Protection Areas. There were related efforts to reduce shelter demand by significantly upgrading building and residential code standards as well as public education.\textsuperscript{75}
\end{quote}

Hawaii has received recommendations to adopt similar policies. Hawaii enacted disaster emergency preparedness legislation in 2005 that identified the state’s department of defense as the coordinating agency for repairing and maintaining retrofitted buildings.\textsuperscript{76} However, no follow up report has been released to the legislature providing an assessment of facilities or schools that serve as public shelters.

Unlike other states where schools have an enclosed design, the majority of Hawaii schools are open-concept with multiple buildings and classrooms spread across a campus. The average age of Hawaii’s public schools is 65 years.\textsuperscript{77} Former state emergency management official Ed Teixeira stated in 2016, “I am looking at a decade of work in just the shelters alone—and it could be more than that. Every new school we build and every public building we put up, we gotta ask ourselves: Can that serve as a shelter for us?” That question may not at all be on the minds of education officials. The most recent public school built by the state achieved the goal of creating new learning environments
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and incorporating energy efficiency designs. The strategy behind its designs did not include the dual purpose of its use as a public shelter. It is unknown whether this school will be considered as a hurricane evacuation shelter should the need arise; however, the reason for the new school was due to new development in the area and growing needs of that community. A majority of hurricane shelters in Hawaii are public schools.

C. SAFETY AND SECURITY

Should a tsunami strike, Hawaii school communities located in tsunami evacuation zones have less than 30 minutes to get to higher ground, which is why schools conduct evacuation drills. The HIDOE does not specify when and the frequency with which schools should perform these drills. Instead, schools have the autonomy to incorporate measures into their own safety plans. Occasionally, emergency officials will use a school to help publicize emergency preparedness. For example, in April 2015, to help the HIEMA kick off Tsunami Awareness Month, the HIDOE teamed up with the agency and held a tsunami evacuation drill at a school located in an evacuation zone. Sirens were activated at a designated time and students filed calmly outside of class to a marked area. School administrators determine when to have the school perform emergency drills.

The state emergency agency promotes the need for preparation through annual preparedness events, and some agencies, like the HIDOE and utility companies, will also share information about the importance of having an emergency plan. The HIEMA also leads an annual statewide hurricane preparedness event called Makani Pahili, which

coincides with the start of hurricane season. The event is aimed at improving hurricane response and coordinating recovery management processes with federal, state, and local stakeholders. Hawaii public schools do not hold hurricane preparedness drills; rather, those seeking information regarding hurricane preparedness of public schools are directed to the HIEMA. School administrators are responsible for reviewing the safety plan of schools and sharing any concerns with the HIDOE’s Safety, Security, & Emergency Preparedness Branch. When a major tropical storm or hurricane is approaching the state, school closures go into effect, and county officials then determine what schools will be activated as public shelters. When that occurs, the Hawaii chapter of the American Red Cross becomes the lead agency at the school shelters.

An agreement to establish procedures between the HIDOE and the American Red Cross, Hawaii State Chapter (hereafter Red Cross) for the use of schools during times of disasters dates back to 1998. The procedures acknowledge existing federal and state laws that require employees to assist during a disaster including the Disaster Relief Act of 1974 and Hawaii Revised Statutes, Section 127.9. These provisions indicate that school personnel at schools activated as shelters must, “provide support services and necessary equipment and supplies.” It goes on to list the required staff to assist with shelter operations, which include a cafeteria manager, a custodian, and two additional staff. However, the HIDOE’s procedures for shelter opening were updated in 2014; absent the
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list of required staff needed for assisting the Red Cross. The 2014 shelter opening procedures for schools do include the conducting of a formal walk through by the principal and Red Cross personnel, and that once determined satisfactory, “the principal will formally turn over the facility to the Red Cross personnel.”

Limited information is available regarding safety and security procedures for hurricanes other than the school closure itself, which is determined by the county’s civil defense agencies. The planning for response exercises by emergency management and the Department of Defense are beneficial for agency collaboration during and in the aftermath of a severe storm; however, more formal training with the HIDOE is needed to ensure that schools are prepared in their role as evacuation sites.

D. ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

The Hawaii Legislature raised the concern over the lack of public shelters in 2005, and since then, not much attention has been given to issue. In response to the state’s Disaster Emergency Preparedness Act of 2005, the Hurricane Shelter Criteria Committee was formed to report and recommend criteria for facilities to be capable of withstanding a major hurricane event. The committee’s report to the Hawaii Legislature points to the “severe shortage” of public shelters even if “only 35% of the resident populations seeks protection in public shelters.” Years after the filing of that report, KITV news reporter Andrew Perreira stated, “Not much has changed in the past nine years.” With school facilities at the forefront of providing sheltering for Hawaii residents, attention to the state of school facilities is needed.

Currently, Hawaii’s building code calls for construction that can withstand a Category 3 hurricane, not a Category 4 hurricane. As previously mentioned, Hurricane
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Iniki was a Category 4 hurricane. Hawaii has not yet experienced another catastrophic weather occurrence at that intensity. However, the concern over the need for hardened public shelters remains.

In Hawaii, the Department of Education and the Department of Accounting and General Services oversee the building and maintenance of public schools. The 2005 committee report notes that no statewide hurricane-resistant criteria for public buildings are in place and that each county adopts and assesses its own building standards. Therefore, no statewide HIDOE standard exists for building new facilities; it depends on the county in which the new facility is being built. Additionally, the committee stated the current inventory of existing and potential shelter facilities should be surveyed statewide and evaluated in accordance with the updated criteria and Benchmark Code Edition Year Guidelines. Many shelters are not meeting the level of safety assurance called for in the Act. The legislature has not yet revisited the many committee recommendations leaving the potential for more education facilities to be built without consideration of including budgeting for the design and construction for buildings to meet EHPA requirements and surveying potential facilities in accordance with updated building criteria. Otherwise, the potential exists for more education facilities being built without consideration for their sheltering purpose.

Funding is imperative for any initiative to be implemented and emergency preparedness is no different. In 1993, the Hawaii State Legislature established the Hawaii Hurricane Relief Fund (HHRF) to provide hurricane insurance policies should they not become available in the private sector. In 2002, the Fund ceased operations with $186.7 million in the HHRF. Despite the 2005 hurricane committee’s recommendation to invest in retrofitting schools and other buildings that serve as shelters, no effort was made
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to utilize the remaining reserve funds for such purposes. In 2011, state lawmakers took $42 million from the HHRF to help balance the state’s budget.\textsuperscript{101} This money could have been allocated for assisting counties in meeting EHPA standards and training in shelter management for HIDOE.

E. CONCLUSION

Hawaii faces several challenges in maintaining schools as shelters ranging from appropriate building standards and retrofitting to emergency management training for school personnel and funding. However, recommended solutions are not lacking. For Hawaii, putting those recommendations into action will take leadership from the state’s executive level. The next chapter highlights some of the shelter criteria practices of Florida.

III. LEGISLATING HURRICANE PREPAREDNESS: FLORIDA

Florida is the third most populous state in the nation with an estimated population of 20,612,439.\(^{102}\) It is a known destination for retirees and immigrants from the Caribbean and Central America. The location’s coastal region is not only prime real estate but also an area with a high risk of storm damage from ocean swells. Florida has experienced a number of powerful hurricanes resulting in a heightened awareness by its residents of the dangers and destruction from a catastrophic storm. According to the National Hurricane Center, it is the most vulnerable coastal state in the United States. Seven of the top 10 most costly hurricanes in U.S. history have taken place in the State of Florida.\(^{103}\) A total of nearly 240 tropical cyclone or subtropical cyclones have impacted Florida since 1950.\(^{104}\) Its likelihood of being struck by severe weather has resulted in Florida laws aimed at mitigation efforts for homeowners and public facilities to harden property in hopes of decreasing potential loss of life and property.\(^{105}\) This chapter reviews Florida’s practices for emergency preparation and the use of schools as shelters. It synthesizes the attention given to schools as shelters.

A. OVERVIEW

The frequency of storms that approach or strike Florida keeps residents on guard and officials in constant communication when a storm is nearby. A recent example took place on the morning of October 6, 2016, when Hurricane Matthew, a Category 4 hurricane, was rapidly approaching the Florida coast after rolling over Haiti.\(^{106}\) A


Category 4 hurricane packs winds ranging from 131 to 155 miles per hour, enough to cause catastrophic damage to property and place lives in danger. The initial estimated death toll in Haiti surpassed 800. In a span of 48 hours, a number of Florida counties were advised to evacuate residents from their homes. More than 1.5 million Floridians live in evacuation zones and the call for evacuations is not taken lightly. Brevard County Emergency Operations is one example where a mandatory evacuation was issued for the barrier islands and other low-lying areas during Matthew’s approach. Governor Rick Scott stated, “We should not put peoples lives at risk because you made the foolish decision not to evacuate.” This statement was made during live news coverage of the approaching storm.

Within 48 hours of Matthew’s approach, schools were closed and those not in evacuation zones were reopened as evacuation shelters. For example, one news outlet reported that for Polk County, “the following schools will serve as shelters: Alta Vista Elementary School in Haines City, Ridge Community High School in Davenport and Spook Hill Elementary School in Lake Wales.” Over the years, Florida has progressively increased attention to education facilities as emergency shelters.
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B. SCHOOLS AS SHELTERS

In 1994, Florida evaluated the use of its public hurricane shelters with the goal to retrofit or mitigate projects for emergency purposes.\textsuperscript{113} The Florida Division of Emergency Management provided a statewide emergency shelter plan to identify the state’s capacity to shelter residents in high evacuation areas. Pursuant to section 1013.372(2), and 252.385(2)(b), Florida Statutes, the shelter plan is prepared and submitted to the Governor and Cabinet for approval. This Statute was created following the destruction of Hurricane Andrew in August 1992, a Category 5 hurricane that stuck Florida with wind speeds of up to 165 miles per hour.\textsuperscript{114} The shelter plan provides information on existing and long-term hurricane evacuation shelter space requirements. The information in the plan is used by school districts, colleges, and emergency management agencies for facility construction to ensure compliance with the Florida Building Code’s Public Shelter Design Criteria.\textsuperscript{115} In 2001, Florida initiated design requirements for facilities in the state’s Department of Education. With the exception of those buildings in evacuation zones, the criteria described the physical requirements necessary for schools that become hurricane shelters.\textsuperscript{116} The 2014 Statewide Emergency Shelter Plan noted, “public schools are the primary source of public shelter during tropical weather related emergencies, currently accounting for 97 percent of statewide hurricane evacuation shelter space.”\textsuperscript{117} Universities and community colleges account for two percent of Florida’s shelter space.\textsuperscript{118} The remaining one percent of hurricane evacuation shelter capacity is fulfilled by state and local public facilities.\textsuperscript{119}
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The Florida Division of Emergency Management is tasked with meeting the responsibilities defined by the standards. The division must incorporate a “multifaceted strategy that includes promoting the use of public selection criteria, in accordance with the American Red Cross Standards for Hurricane Selection, ARC 4496.”\textsuperscript{120} ARC 4496 is a set of hurricane evacuation shelter standards developed by an interagency group comprised of the FEMA, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Environmental Protection Agency and Clemson University.\textsuperscript{121} The standards relay the importance of increasing shelter inventory and promote a building process for new public facilities, including schools, to make them more resilient to possible wind damage.\textsuperscript{122} Florida determined the projected population and the need for shelter requirement.\textsuperscript{123} Schools have played a major role in providing Florida’s public shelter and were sought to assist with increasing the amount of shelters.

The Florida Department of Education issued a 2001 memorandum to all school district superintendents, community college presidents, and educational facilities planners regarding the role of educational facilities in curbing the shelter shortage in Florida. The memo states, “It is imperative that shelter space be provided in all appropriate new educational facilities so that the deficit in shelter space can be eliminated.”\textsuperscript{124} It goes on to recommend proactive collaboration with the county emergency management office in identifying appropriate shelter space.

In 2014, Florida’s Division of Emergency Management Statewide Emergency Shelter Plan identified the inventory of special needs shelters (SpNSs) space and the need for more space through 2019. It identified the counties that have a surplus of hurricane evacuation shelter spaces per region, and those areas with a deficit. The Plan indicates
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compliance criteria for public facilities in shelter design. Florida laws were updated in 2016 under its K-20 education code specifying education facilities as emergency shelters. The statute also indicates that construction of Department of Education facilities must be built to serve as an emergency shelter. To be compliant, the Plan noted, “the Department of Education was required to develop criteria, in consultation with district boards and state and local emergency management offices.”\textsuperscript{125} The additional requirements indicate the priority Florida places on school facility as public shelters.

\section*{C. \textbf{SAFETY AND SECURITY}}

Activated shelters must have been deemed a safe haven before opening its doors to people of all walks of life. As mentioned earlier, Florida statutes require educational facilities to meet public shelter design criteria.\textsuperscript{126} This includes having Enhanced Hurricane Protection Area (EHPA) emergency systems, which include, but are not limited to: an emergency lighting system, illuminated exit signs, fire protection system(s), campus wide alarm and sprinkler systems, and minimum ventilation for health or safety purposes.\textsuperscript{127} The Florida health department also issues design criteria for SpNS selection that among the emergency management considerations include accessibility and sanitation requirements.\textsuperscript{128} It also states the spacing requirements for occupants, both special needs and non-special needs.\textsuperscript{129}

Safety and security aspects include establishing a safe environment in a confined space. While absent from Florida’s 2016 Statewide Emergency Shelter Plan, law enforcement in shelters is mentioned in the Educational Facilities Disaster and Crisis Management Guidebook. The section titled, “Law Enforcement in Shelters,” provides guidance to the shelter manager on discussing the logistical needs of an officer. “This
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may include separating the officer and registered sexual offender (and family, if applicable) from the general population, keeping them away from children, and having the law enforcement officer present with the registered sexual offender at all times.”  

The onus is on the shelter manager to first learn about the presence of a registered sexual offender then notifying law enforcement, as well as the County Emergency Operations Center. The guidelines do not indicate how shelter management would identify the presence of a sex offender. It would take a registered offender to self-identify to shelter management before law enforcement can be notified. A background check of all those who enter an emergency shelter would assist in this security process.

D. ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

Florida’s focus on schools as sheltering facilities and their management is evident in educational memos, emergency plans, and state laws. The state’s legislature passed a number of policies focused on emergency management, planning, and prevention. These policies offer insight into the prioritization of schools as shelters. For example, Statute 252.385 requires the Division of Emergency Management to provide information on existing and long-term hurricane evacuation shelter space, which includes oversight over the ARC model shelter guidelines. The shelter selection guidelines date back to October 1997 and serve as a statewide manual. It covers design criteria of new facilities, surveying existing buildings, identifying shelter capacity, and the recommendation of retrofitting and mitigation projects to ensure proper shelter space.

District school boards use the information to comply with Florida building code’s public shelter design criteria. Additionally, Florida state law requires its Division of Emergency Management to compel emergency management agencies to submit a
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statewide emergency shelter plan to the governor and the cabinet for approval of every even-numbered year. This requirement is an important element in the ongoing planning and communication of and between government agencies for disaster and crisis management. Florida also provides a disaster preparedness guidebook for managers of school districts and community colleges.

1. Dedicated Resources

The attention to hurricane preparedness in Florida is set at the highest level of state government. Every year, the state holds the Governor’s Hurricane Conference (GHC). The five-day conference provides training and workshops that highlight best practices for organizations to improve “disaster response/recovery processes.” However, the lack of resources to construct schools to serve a dual function as an emergency shelter is an issue. Currently, funding for the building of a school that serves the dual function for a community emergency is not a line item in the budget. In the 2014 Statewide Emergency Plan, “The Division recommends the use of existing capital outlay funds as they are appropriate and available source of state funding.”

Governor Rick Scott’s 2016–2017 Policy and Budget Recommendations indicates $526 million would go towards educational infrastructure. If any of these funds go towards the construction of new educational facilities, according to the existing state law, they would need to be built to function as an emergency shelter. The governor also indicates that $15 million would go to “quick response training.” The implementing bill does not provide details on whether that training would include emergency shelter management for educators, nor does the bill specify emergency shelters.
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Nevertheless, the argument can be made that Florida’s government has acted responsibly in light of lessons learned from the frequency of powerful hurricanes and by the creation of its Annual Governor’s Hurricane Conference. The year 2017 marks the 31st Annual Governor’s Hurricane Conference, which will offer dozens of training sessions and workshops for professionals involved in the hurricane preparedness response effort. The constant attention to hurricane preparedness assessment allows for communication of the issue to remain at the forefront.

Distribution of information during a storm is critical to saving lives and securing property. As Hurricane Matthew continued its approach to Florida’s coast in early October 2016, the Florida Division of Emergency Management and the governor’s office provided detailed information about the status of sheltering efforts. To help residents and visitors locate a shelter in their area, information was given through the media and an evacuation website, FloridaEvacuates.com that was reflected on a “Florida-Evacuates app.”

2. Lessons Learned in the Role of Government

Severe hurricanes exposed a number of emergency planning flaws including residential and public facility construction, communication, and evacuation planning. In 1992, Hurricane Andrew hit South Florida with winds in excess of 155 miles per hour. The Category 5 reached wind strength of up to 177 miles per hour, destroying nearly 100,000 homes, and 25,000 in Miami-Dade county alone. Following Andrew, a recommendation by the Governor’s Disaster Planning and Response Review Committee identified the lack of addressing appropriate public shelter space resulted in laws that would establish “safe public hurricane evacuation shelter space in every region of the State.” However, management and communication are not outlined in those laws. If
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residents leave their homes for safer areas, such as sheltering, the best way to get there, who directs them, and what happens when no direction is given other than to get to a safe area is not clear. Seven years later, in 1999, Hurricane Floyd was predicted to take a similar path and hit with similar intensity as Andrew. That September, as Floyd (a Category 4 hurricane) made its approach, more than a million Floridians fled their residences, marking the nation’s largest evacuation in history.\textsuperscript{143} A number of evacuation problems were exposed, presenting yet another opportunity for developing a better system, as well as alternative safety actions. An Evacuation Study Task Force was formed, and subsequently, a number of recommendations were made, one of which focused on various areas, such as agency collaboration and communication to the importance of accessible public shelters.\textsuperscript{144}

Ensuring that emergency preparedness recommendations are being implemented is essential to pre-mitigation planning. A facilities and crisis guidebook issued by the Florida Department of Education and used by facility personnel specifies that its intended audience does not include school administrators rather it is for facility managers.\textsuperscript{145} With principals being the leader of the school and its operations, not focus on that role is an oversight. The Guidebook provides of checklists for preparation and recovery of the storm, which allows for transitioning from the duration to the aftermath phases. The Guidebook comes equipped with forms, such as a “pre-storm work assignment form,” used to assign staff to specific locations. The lead at a designated emergency shelter during the storm appears to fall under emergency management.

**E. CONCLUSION**

Florida has set a high bar for other states to follow in providing information for residents and visitors to prepare for a powerful hurricane. The state has invested over 30
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years of conferencing about hurricane preparedness, whereby agencies are held accountable and issues have been mitigated. One of the most critical areas for schools is the criteria that exist to ensure that educational facilities can serve as public shelters in emergencies. Information on school closures is provided clearly and promptly; however, one area that still needs attention is the role of school officials during the storm. Such information is not indicated in the Guidelines or the state law.

An important aspect in Florida’s hurricane preparedness efforts is its annual Governor’s Hurricane Conference that discusses both the successes and mistakes made in dealing with hurricane-related challenges. This conference provides a seat at the table for agencies looking for improvements and keeping hurricane impacts at the forefront, regardless of a hurricane landfall. However, with many of Florida’s educational facilities providing shelter during severe weather for its millions of coastal residents, the shelter manager role is still an area that must be specified for school officials who would presumably know their facilities best.
IV. SITUATIONAL AWARENESS: TEXAS

Among the U.S. cities most vulnerable to powerful hurricanes are the Florida cities of Miami and Tampa/St. Petersburg and the Texas cities of Houston and Galveston. Located on the Gulf Coast of Texas, Galveston is an island city with a resident population of about 50,000. The area is prone to severe weather conditions including hurricanes and tropical storms, which make public sheltering a top priority for emergency management. More than 27 million people reside in the Lone Star State. Those who reside in the northern region are located within the tornado-prone districts, also known as Tornado Alley. Many people reside in the coastal region where “population growth and economic development have placed more people and property at risk.” When the Atlantic hurricane season is in effect, the first to brace for the storms are residents along the state’s Gulf Coast. This chapter looks at various issues arising out of Texas’s use of its schools as shelters and recognizes initiatives implemented by the state for the safety and security of evacuees.

A. OVERVIEW

Hurricane Ike struck Texas and made landfall in Galveston on September 13, 2008. In preparation for Ike, FEMA urged residents who were traveling inland to bring


personal supplies to evacuation shelters, which included schools. FEMA announced support for public shelters, noting, “Most evacuation shelters will be joint operations among cities, schools and the American Red Cross. More than 100 onsite FEMA community relations specialists—including speakers of Spanish, Korean, Laotian and Vietnamese—will support shelter operations by tracking needs and relaying information to state officials.” The Category 2 storm made a historic impact on Texas with its massive storm surge. A storm surge is an abnormal rise of water during a storm, which for Texas occurs along the East and Gulf coastal areas. During Ike, Galveston Bay and the neighboring Bolivar Peninsula saw storm surges that ranged from 10 to 20 feet.

The damage left by Ike’s storm surge is a reminder of the need for coastal areas to prepare for all the differing weather elements that come with a hurricane. A science writer for Climate Central, Andrew Freedman, states, “Typically, hurricanes will strike the Texas coast once every nine to 16 years, while tropical storms are more common than that. While Ike was a powerful Category 2 storm at landfall, it was a large storm, and it drove a storm surge onshore that was more typical of a Category 4 storm.” Storm and flooding damage from Ike was estimated at $21.3 billion, making it the third most costly hurricane in the country. In Galveston, Ball High School and the shelter it provided helped to save 200 residents. However, Galveston City suffered greatly with
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destruction of property and loss of life. The Texas health department attributed 74 deaths in Texas as directly or indirectly related to Ike.160 Among the lessons learned from Ike was a renewed focus on evacuation centers.

B. SCHOOLS AS SHELTERS

Public sheltering of Texas evacuees is made up of many components. The state’s mass-care shelter plan outlines the roles of various agencies—including local schools—in preparing and recovering from a hurricane, as well as the components of an emergency shelter.161 The Texas Educational Agency (TEA) is charged with “acquiring school facilities and associated personnel to assist in operating shelters and feeding people in shelters.”162 Additionally, the TEA provides transportation for evacuees using public school buses. A letter from the Texas Commissioner of Education Michael Williams to administrators:

School administrators and designated Education Service Center personnel are urged to work closely with local first responders and emergency management directors in their areas to ensure public school resources are made available in the event that a disaster may require the need of public school buses for evacuation and/or school facilities for temporary shelter. In the event of a hurricane, these public school resources can play a critical role in protecting the life and well-being of Texans in catastrophic conditions.163

With schools having such a critical role, it is unclear if an accountability system is in place to ensure that schools are properly funded for the sheltering services they provide. The letter does refer to the laws that would call for the evacuation of a population from a threatened location and the use of school facilities to provide


temporary shelter for evacuees. It stops short, however, in specifying the roles and responsibilities of school staff during evacuation processes.

Following the 2005 hurricane season, Texas adjusted its evacuation procedures, which the U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration has recognized as best practices. These practices include communication, evacuation of people with special needs, flow of traffic, and public awareness. However, those practices did not specify improvements for schools as shelters. The recommendations stated only that:

School districts should feel comfortable making their facilities available for sheltering or logistics during an emergency. State and local government should work with school districts to mitigate their concerns about cost, legal liability, disrupted teaching schedules and loss of teaching days—and this should happen well in advance of a hurricane evacuation.

Stating that districts should “feel comfortable” about transitioning to an emergency shelter is not stringent enough. The assumption is that state and local officials have protocols in place for a seamless facility transition but may not necessarily be the case.

Storm damage in Texas has been costly for school districts. During the 2008 hurricane season, unreimbursed damage to public schools was $72.6 million dollars. The damage or the continued use of school buildings as public shelters has caused prolonged disruptions to education at a number of Texas school districts due either to damage to school facilities or continued use of the facility as a shelter. Ten days after the storm passed, Education Week reported, “More than 2 million people in Texas lacked
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electricity immediately after the storm, and nearly 37,000 Texas spent time in shelters, many at public schools.\textsuperscript{169} Getting kids back to school is a factor in establishing a return to normalcy in a community. Houston’s school district was closed for weeks following Hurricane Ike due to a lack of power and damage to facilities. In Houston alone, education was disrupted for 200,000 students.\textsuperscript{170} Two months after Ike, a state mitigation report indicated that 14 schools remained closed, half of which were closed indefinitely requiring affected students to relocate.\textsuperscript{171} With schools either being used as a long-term shelter or schools having been heavily damaged, local school districts have grappled with ways to make up instructional time students missed despite the TEA waiving the minimum education requirement.\textsuperscript{172}

Texas faces the challenge for a steady and immediate access to funding before, during, and after a catastrophic event. The TEA “sent $3 million in emergency funds to two school district regions. This money was spent on immediate clean-up and recovery efforts and an additional $1 million was spent on public school emergency shelter costs.”\textsuperscript{173} Texas emergency officials still refer to the challenges that arose from the destruction, and the lessons learned can be applied to emergency preparations for the future to prevent the prolonged educational disruptions.

C. Safety and Security

Dual-purpose school facilities must function as schools and offer a safe environment for sheltering, and new building codes have been created for this purpose. The northern school districts in Texas sit in the geographic region known as Tornado Alley.\textsuperscript{174} Some of those school districts, such as the one in Fort Worth, are adopting new
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building codes issued by the ICC that require schools to have storm shelters. FEMA recommends in accordance with the 2015 IBC that a “shelter must be able to withstand winds in excess of 250 miles per hour, or an EF-4 rated tornado.” An Enhanced Fujita (EF)-4 has a wind strength from 166 to 200 mph. School districts adhere to the local government building codes; therefore, it is not known how many other districts will follow Fort Worth’s lead in building tornado shelters for new schools. If other districts do not follow similar standards, the reason could be the high costs of these building requirements. Architect Richard Jaynes who designs schools for several Texas districts shared with the Star-Telegram that FEMA guidelines are stringent, stating, “The storm shelter must be able to operate independently from the rest of the building for at least two hours with water, electricity and working bathrooms. Cost increases will depend on the size of the shelter and the materials needed.” If a school board approves a new construction project, it will have to factor in the 2015 IBC codes that require a storm shelter. A two-story renovation project at one high school received an $18 million sign off from the school for a storm shelter that accommodates 1,200. This example shows how local decisions are setting examples for other districts in Texas.

While Texas counties tackle decisions over how best to meet new building requirements, the state has progressed in other areas of safety and security at public shelters. A concern over criminal background checks at shelters in Texas resulted in a statewide citizen management system. Launched in 2007 by the OAG, Operation Safe Shelter is a service “to aid emergency shelters, raise awareness and protect evacuees,” by
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identifying registered sex offenders. This initiative to conduct background checks creates a situational awareness of those seeking refuge in a confined space. Four days after Ike made landfall in September 2008, the Attorney General of Texas released a press release that stated, “After confirming that subjects appeared on the sex offender registry, OAG personnel informed shelter supervisors and local law enforcement officials about the confirmation, thereby enabling authorities to closely monitor the subjects or otherwise respond appropriately.” This initiative was also used during Hurricane Ike. According to the Attorney General’s office, law enforcement personnel, who were manning the calls, checked 3,300 people who sought refuge in public shelters. Operation Safe Shelter was launched again in 2010 during Hurricane Alex, which made landfall as a Category 2 storm. The initiative was a “24-hour a day, toll-free emergency hotline that … allow[ed] shelter personnel to inquire whether the evacuees [were] registered sex offenders.” Tracking registered sex offenders is beneficial for cities like Galveston where, according to the Texas sex offender registry, there is one sex offender among every 306 citizens. However, executing a background check process that results in identification and a segregation of a population comes with challenges for the agencies and volunteers tasked with the work.

In 2009, Texas also established a tracking system for evacuees who have medical issues. The Texas Emergency Tracking Network (TxETN) issues evacuation tracking wristbands and medical asset tags are provided by the state in the event of a hurricane. According to the Coastal Bend Regional Advisory Council, this “assure[s] that evacuating patients may be accounted for and located during the high intensity activity associated with a full scale evacuation or during the many transportation transfers which
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may occur during their evacuation and sheltering.”¹⁸⁶ The Texas Department of Public Safety has online training resources including tracking implementation guidelines, interface guide, enrollment forms, reception checklist, shelter and embark resources, and criteria for medical special needs processing.¹⁸⁷ The single-colored issued wristbands are equipped with RFID barcodes, which allow for web-based inventory.¹⁸⁸ A RFID is a small device that holds data.¹⁸⁹ The TxETN is considered “critical to an effective emergency response. Information derived from that knowledge can be leveraged by local entities on both the receiving and sending side of the process as well as by emergency management personnel at all levels.”¹⁹⁰ Texas continues to enhance its tracking system. In May 2016, the Texas National Guard announced its support in testing what it calls the emergency tracking network, which would allow for more accountability and tracking of individuals following a weather event.¹⁹¹ A tracking network also adds another layer of security for those evacuees who find themselves in schools that serve as shelters.

C. ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

Texas emergency preparedness efforts exemplify agency collaboration and communications. Sufficient resources are online to communicate preparation tactics, evacuation plans, and steps towards recovery in the aftermath of a storm. Texas provides an online source for emergency preparedness information at texas.gov, which houses the

¹⁸⁸ “Texas Medical Patient/Evacuee Tracking System & Frequently Asked Questions and Answers.”
Texas emergency portal. The site is easy to navigate to find emergency guidance for Texans and lists evacuation shelters, which include school sites.

Texas also has dedicated staff to handle the various situations before, during, and following a disaster, a testament to the priority given to emergency preparedness. The state’s division of emergency management, or TDEM, manages and staffs the state operations center (SOC) and coordinates the state’s emergency management program. Public awareness for emergency preparations is one of the main duties of the TDEM, which is tasked with providing “an extensive array of specialized training for emergency responders and local officials, and administers disaster recovery and hazard mitigation programs in the State of Texas.” The emergency management performance grant (EMPG)’s steering committee meets to “determine a strategy for equitable distribution of funding, recognize the legitimate interest of stakeholders and will implement a criteria based on those findings.” Having stakeholders involved in the funding process could be cumbersome; however, it adds a critical perspective from those who are tasked with delivering the training and emergency planning. With new IBC standards requiring schools in Texas to be equipped with storm shelters, the EMPG may soon find itself reevaluating its strategies.

Preventive and planning measures for schools are outlined in Texas law under its Education Code. Section 37.109, the Multihazard Emergency Operations Plan: Safety and Security Audit reads:

Each school district or public junior college district shall adopt and implement a multihazard emergency operations plan for use in the district’s facilities. The plan must address mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery as defined by the commissioner of education or
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commissioner of higher education in conjunction with the governor’s office of homeland security.196

Further, the section calls for reporting the results via a safety and security audit. In executing this education code and the education plans outlined in the Governor’s Homeland Security Strategic Plan, Texas has an outlier organization that assists school districts. A research center at Texas State University, the Texas School Safety Center (SSC) “serves as a clearinghouse for the dissemination of safety and security information through research, training, and technical assistance for K-12 schools and junior colleges throughout the state of Texas.”197 The website features an article that places schools accountable for emergency preparedness training. The website states, “It is the responsibility of administrators to ensure staff is trained and the district is adequately prepared to respond to and recover from these incidents. In order to respond and recover effectively, districts must focus their attention on preparedness.”198 While it is the mission of the SSC to serve schools, its role is resource-based. School administrators must take action to seek assistance for training.

Among SSC’s safety resources is a severe weather toolkit that recommends school districts develop memoranda of understandings (MOUs) and mutual aid agreements (MAAs) before severe weather threatens.199 The advisement creates clear roles and responsibilities, but again, neither mandates that school districts establish such roles and responsibilities nor provides input into formulating the agreements.

Implementing the SSC suggestions would be worth the investment of time and resources for liability purposes as well. Among its toolkit is a recommendation that school staff be trained in the National Incident Management (NIMS) and Incident Command Systems (ICS), which are used by emergency agencies during severe

Having staff complete such training would help establish cross-sector collaboration and communication. The toolkit goes further to provide a NIMS chart that determines the roles of the various staff levels within a school district. Finally, the site links to a toolkit that gives school districts an overview of tasks and areas of responsibilities that would emerge should a school close to become a public shelter.

Another layer of emergency preparedness for schools is the requirement of the Texas Association of School Boards (TASB) for school employee training in emergency operations. In communicating what needs to get done, the TASB released a chart describing the necessary training. The State of Texas Hurricane Response Plan requires school drills to be “exercised at least annually in the form of a simulated emergency in order to provide practical, controlled, and operational experience to those who have SOC responsibilities. This requirement is applicable to the SOC and each Disaster District EOC.” The amount of required training is sensible given that local schools in Texas have a role in executing the State Mass Care Plan. However, it is not clear whether funding is provided to each school district for training staff.

D. CONCLUSION

Texas has developed a number of resources for school officials to turn to for guidance and information on sheltering practices. However, with so many resources available, school officials must set a priority list on addressing issues. It is valuable to have Texas State University as a leader in producing tools and emergency resources. Texas has also set an example with the RFID-tracking of evacuees. Its initiative not only helps to provide a safe space for those with severe medical conditions but also identifies registered sex offenders in a shelter. On the other hand, Texas still faces the financial challenges of meeting updated building codes. The pieces of the complex school shelter
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puzzle are all there. Texas must make the right connections through an assessment of how its resources are being used, and determine solutions beyond the financial obstacles in building and retrofitting schools with sheltering as a priority.
V. ALL FOR ONE: JAPAN

From its response to record-breaking earthquakes and its fierce typhoons, Japan has much to offer by way of best practices in emergency preparation for catastrophic events. The island nation is located 3,850 miles northwest of Hawaii. A tropical cyclone in the Northwest Pacific is called a typhoon and Japan has experienced many. The Pacific Typhoon Season runs from May to October. Typhoons have affected Japan with their strong winds and heavy rains that trigger landslides and rising waters. Japan’s population is 127 million and despite the continual threat of national disasters, the nation boasts the longest life expectancy in the world. As this chapter shows, Japanese live in a homogenous society where knowledge and values are passed on from generation to generation. This Japanese cultural system enables the safety and security of many during a catastrophic event.

A. OVERVIEW

Japan has learned many lessons over decades of destruction caused by catastrophic weather. A turning event occurred in 1959 when Central Japan experienced devastating flooding from the Isewan Typhoon, which caused record damage to Nagoya city and the surrounding region. That city sits next to Ise Bay where storm surges reached 13 feet and resulted in an estimated 5,100 deaths. The Isewan Typhoon, also known as Super Typhoon Vera, resulted in damages that totaled $1.9 billion at that time.

It is still considered one of the most deadly typhoons to strike Japan in recent time and resulted in the country’s focus on emergency preparation.

In the aftermath of Super Typhoon Vera, the country enacted the Disaster Countermeasures Basic Act, which became a turning point for disaster prevention systems in Japan. The Act declared September 1 “Disaster Day” and the week from August 30 to September 5 “Disaster Week.” These symbolic events not only remind the country of the lives lost but also encourage annual emergency preparedness participation by all Japanese citizens. The culture shift toward emergency preparedness in Japan may have helped save lives when a magnitude 9.0 earthquake struck on March 11, 2011, resulting in a severe tsunami. The event is known as the Tohoku earthquake or Great East Japan Earthquake. Japan’s early warning system alerted people an hour before the quake struck that afternoon. Tsunami warnings were activated and following the quake waves traveled throughout the Pacific Basin reaching as far as the west coast of the United States. Following the quake, a series of tsunami waves destroyed coastal areas and caused a nuclear power plant accident. Of the more than 15,000 deaths accounted for, many were the result of drowning.
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The widespread damage in Japan included school buildings, some of which had met existing earthquake resistance standards. Since the Great East Japan Earthquake, many studies have assessed Japan’s emergency preparations, response, and lessons learned. This chapter considers Japan’s disaster preparation for natural events, such as typhoons, volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, and tsunamis. It examines how schools are incorporated into emergency planning as evacuation sites and what lessons can be gained from the country’s experience.

B. SCHOOLS AS SHELTERS

One of the key areas of Japan’s disaster planning is having a coordinated response system that focuses on evacuation shelters. During the Great East Japan Earthquake, in lower elevation areas, faculty, staff, and students from schools and the surrounding community used the upper floors of buildings and the rooftops as emergency evacuation sites. For several months after the earthquake, many public elementary and middle schools served as emergency shelters for people who had lost their homes. With many people displaced, schools are a crucial part from the transition from disaster to recovery.

Following the Great East Japan Earthquake, the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) formed the Study Group on Disaster-resilient School Facilities, comprised of experts in disaster social engineering, disaster prevention education, and other related fields, to examine tsunami protection measures of school facilities and their role as evacuation shelters. Japanese officials recognized the need for developing disaster-resilient school facilities with input from the government, school officials, emergency management, and residents. The MEXT sought to enhance Japan’s
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community disaster management capacity. It addressed the essential role schools have in both its facility use as a shelter and disaster prevention education and drills, and the role that local residents have in aiding others. The Japanese public, then, serves as an active participant for community emergency preparedness.

Among the recommendations made by the study group was a need to establish a relationship between the emergency evacuation sites and shelters at schools. The report stated:

> If school facilities are to be designated as an emergency evacuation site or evacuation shelter, it is important for the municipality’s personnel in charge of disaster prevention and those in charge of school facilities to define before the designation which part of the facilities shall be designated and thoroughly notify the school and community accordingly.

This recommendation has been applied in some areas of Japan to ensure security and safety at the school facility and surrounding areas. Doing so places the dual purpose of schools as shelters at the forefront of emergency planning.

Facility design anticipates dire events, particularly for earthquakes that can shift buildings and weaken foundational supports. Damage assessments from the Great East Japan Earthquake reinforced the need for inspections and public school building improvements. In 2012, the Ministry of Education set a goal of strengthening structures to make them earthquake resilient and visited schools to make sure these facility improvements were taking place. Facility renovations are required for about 70 percent of the country’s elementary and middle schools because they are at least 25 years old.
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old. According to a writer from the *Japan Times* in June 2016, the education ministry announced inspections for all public schools nationwide to ensure they can serve as emergency shelters. Again, this statement is a testament to Japan’s prioritizing of schools for a dual purpose.

### C. SAFETY AND SECURITY

Disaster preparedness in Japan is ingrained in its culture. In addition to the national week of disaster preparedness, Japan schools perform earthquake drills monthly. Children are taught how to be ready for earthquakes and tsunamis, and schools are stocked with necessary emergency tools. Peter Foster states, “For those trapped, all offices and many private houses in Japan have … earthquake emergency kits, including dry rations, drinking water, basic medical supplies. Offices and school[s] also keep hard-hats and gloves for use in the event of a quake.” Experiences have taught Japanese citizens to be prepared for an earthquake at all times.

When assessing the Great East Japan Earthquake, seismologists realized they had not identified the location of the seismic activity as an area that would generate a catastrophic quake. Geophysicist Roland Burgmann stated, “What was unexpected was how large [the March 11 quake] was. There have been large earthquakes sprinkled over the plate in the last hundred years, but none of them were nearly as big as this one.” It struck on a Friday afternoon when schools were still in session and upon hearing the warning, students diligently performed earthquake and evacuation procedures.
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However, not all students survived. Eleven days after the event, at least 125 students from kindergarten to college were confirmed dead and about 1,600 were still missing across Japan’s northeastern coast. The loss of life and severe property damage likely generated more research in locations in Japan that had not previously been considered threatened. In furthering its study, MEXT evaluated schools not initially considered within the tsunami threat area, resulting in changes to evacuation site considerations.

Japanese planners recognize evacuation sites involve people congregating at schools and their borders. As a result, Japan requires escape paths for facilities that serve as emergency evacuation sites should the safety of surrounding areas be threatened by an incoming tsunami. Other functions that Japan deems necessary for a school evacuation sites include having them equipped with a “stockpile warehouse on an elevated area in the vicinity, the rooftop of a school building or other places free from the risk of flooding.” Moreover, schools designated schools as tsunami evacuation buildings are designed and updated with building specifications to meet the growth of the area. Installations include emergency lighting and double handrails for the elderly and for small children. Japan’s considerations for all generations are instilled in the emergency planning and building design. This holistic approach to school design serves the community at large.

In the town of Kuroshio in Japan’s Kochi prefecture, safety-measure planning and implementation is a community effort. Kuroshio has prepared for emergencies based on
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the probability of a Nankai Trough earthquake occurrence.\textsuperscript{239} A goal for the town is developing school facilities outside areas that have a high probability of flooding, and in the meantime, its citizens are developing emergency evacuation sites and escape paths for its schools in the short term.\textsuperscript{240} One of the town’s schools, Nango Elementary, has an escape path behind the facility. Nango’s evacuation drill consists of students running up the escape stairs to the top within three minutes, which along with other school and town drills, is performed 15 times a year.\textsuperscript{241} Kurushio’s collective approach showcases the value it places on those who live there. The emphasis of disaster education in schools empowers students to understand their environment and to take action in saving themselves and assisting those around them.\textsuperscript{242} Much can be learned from looking at safety and security through Japan’s community-value system approach.

Although Japan plans for generational needs during an emergency, it lacks measures for crime prevention in a public shelter. Some earthquake-stricken regions have reported cases of assaults on women and children.\textsuperscript{243} \textit{Japan Today} published an article that stated, “According to project representatives, numerous cases of rapes, sexual assaults and groping that targeted women and children, were reported after the Great Hanshin Earthquake in 1995.”\textsuperscript{244} Following the 7.0 magnitude earthquake that struck Kumamoto on April 16, 2016, a Japanese agency distributed flyers that warned evacuees to be aware of their surroundings and also alerted women to past cases of sexual assault in shelters.\textsuperscript{245} While this initiative is another example of community approaches to handling challenges in emergency shelters, a more vigilant effort is needed through increased law enforcement.
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D. ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

Since 1961, Japanese laws have been in place for disaster management.246 Beyond its national and local disaster management plans, the Disaster Countermeasures Basic Act provides a “basic template to be used by disaster managers at the central, prefectural, and local level to construct their disaster plans.” The template also emphasizes preparedness while prioritizing recovery plans. Furthermore, it recognizes the importance of having room for flexibility. Emergency management reforms for telecommunications were introduced after the 1995 Kobe earthquake to address the importance of adjusting to advancing technologies.247

A number of agencies are assigned roles to work at the local levels in establishing shelters for affected communities including the International Red Cross Japanese affiliate known as Nippon Sekijūjisha, or the Japanese Red Cross Society. Similar to the U.S. Red Cross, it has chapters set up across the country. The society also operates 92 Red Cross hospitals and 79 blood centers throughout Japan.248 Shelter planning in Japan is done at several levels: regional, community, neighborhood, and primary (in residence). According to the Japanese Disaster Management System:

In the event of a disaster occurring, municipalities will primarily be engaged in emergency countermeasures as they are the closest to residents. Prefectural administration will get involved when the comprehensive wider-area measures are necessary. In the event of a large-scale disaster beyond the capability of local public entities struck by the disaster, national government will step in to support the local entity and coordinate mutual support among the local entities.249

The multi-tiered approach is focused not only on the sheltering of citizens but also on the overall response to emergency countermeasures.

As mentioned earlier, a major earthquake in Japan has a rippling effect throughout the pacific region. Therefore, Japan works with the international community on early warning preparedness. In 2005, the Early Warning Sub-Committee of the International Cooperation for Disaster Reduction was formed. It comprises other government agencies and disaster reduction organizations to improve early warning capabilities worldwide. Japan has sophisticated early warning systems throughout the country. This sophistication is evident in its commitment to “incorporate systems for sharing warning information among relevant organizations and disseminating it to residents, and incorporate disaster reduction awareness outreach and education activities to ensure that more timely and appropriate disaster reduction actions are taken based on the warning information issued.”

Additionally, Japan’s Disaster Management Office produces an Implementation Handbook for Disaster Resilience Education at the Regional Level for use by authorities, schools, and local organizations. For all these systems described by the handbook as “self-help,” “mutual help,” and “public help,” the critical role of public schools is not underestimated. The handbook describes self-help as “safeguarding one’s own life,” mutual help as “helping each other and protecting their community,” and public help as “public support at the hands of administrative bodies.” These proactive tactics and shared responsibilities bolster disaster resilience.

**E. CONCLUSION**

The disaster experiences in Japan show that sheltering is needed for evacuees until they are able to transition back to a place of residence. More must be done to ensure the security is in place to prevent assaults on vulnerable populations within a shelter that lacks privacy. On the other hand, Japan has rightly invested time and resources to ensure communities have taken steps before disaster strikes.
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As noted earlier, Japan has a large elderly population; therefore, incorporating designs for seniors and those with special needs in school buildings is responsible community planning. The directive approach to disaster preparedness and the use of schools as shelters lessens risk. Additionally, emergency planning and preparation is always taking place because the country is tested continually with earthquakes, typhoons, and tsunamis. When students return from summer break, most schools hold evacuation drills as part of the country’s back-to-school events, and additionally have monthly drills. Japan’s proactive management methods in disaster education and implementation of school designs for sheltering are a model that other countries are already emulating. Coastal states in the United States—but particularly Hawaii—may want to consider adopting initiatives similar to Japan’s. There is much that the island state of Hawaii can learn from the community value system that exists in the island nation of Japan.
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VI. SCHOOLS AS SHELTERS: ANALYSIS

The activation of schools as public shelters during catastrophic events is critical to ensuring the safety and security of citizens. In the jurisdictions examined, severe storms pose the greatest threats to coastal communities. Based on its geography and isolation, the island state of Hawaii runs the risk of being devastated by a tropical storm or hurricane. As Hawaii’s coastal populations grow, more must be done to ensure that those living in evacuation zones have safe shelters to which they can retreat. This chapter analyzes solutions from Florida, Texas, and Japan and their appropriateness for Hawaii. Recommendations for Hawaii are made to strengthen its emergency preparedness in using schools as shelters. The areas of analysis include the practice of maintaining schools as shelters, mitigating security and safety, and the establishing role of government.

A. SCHOOLS AS SHELTERS

School facilities are commonly designated as emergency shelters because they have a structure designed to withstand strong winds and the ability to hold a large number of people, as noted in Chapter II. Although Hawaii issues a list of possible hurricane evacuation shelters for the public, the Hawaii State Department of Education (HIDOE) has not established design requirements for schools as shelters. The following recommendations provide options for consideration.

1. Recommendation 1: Create Shelter Criteria for Hawaii Public Schools

To assist states with deciding a facility’s shelter suitability, the American Red Cross published Standards for Hurricane Selection (ARC 4496). The guidelines provide the risks states ought to consider in making shelter determinations; however, the ARC 4496 is only supplemental information. States should do more to ensure shelters meet the prescribed guidelines by having its own shelter criteria. For example, Florida mandates hurricane-strength building standards for schools. Furthermore, Florida’s Statewide Emergency Shelter Plan specifies that public schools serve as the primary source of public shelters for weather emergencies, and as such, has established design requirements
for Florida’s schools designated hurricane shelters. Moreover, Florida expanded its laws on education facilities as emergency shelters, which required its education department to develop criteria with its local emergency management agency.

In addressing the dangers posed by severe weather, Japan takes a national approach at designing schools to meet sheltering designs. The result is beneficial to all citizens, instead of only certain regions. The United States lacks this national approach, instead leaving states and local jurisdictions to update and mandate shelter criteria on their own. A statewide shelter criteria approach would be an ideal option for the Hawaiian Islands; however, the state has yet to mandate a statewide shelter plan. The Hawaii legislature should therefore make this area a priority and mandate statewide criteria for schools that serve as shelters.

Notably, in Hawaii 2005 Hurricane Criteria Selection Committee report, a recommendation was made that Hawaii consider the approach of establishing shelter criteria laws as Florida has done. Hawaii should revisit the report to implement legislation that requires any facility used as a shelter to adhere to the latest EHPA and IBC standards for shelter facilities. In addition, Hawaii does not adequately inventory schools as shelters to know what facilities would house the greatest number of evacuees. By prioritizing what shelters would be used the most, Hawaii can target resources for retrofitting these schools to lessen the cost of rebuilding school facilities as shelters. Additionally, Hawaii should follow Florida’s lead whereby the emergency management division collaborates with relevant agencies in preparing a statewide emergency shelter plan that addresses sheltering needs. Having a collaborative structure in place would ensure across-the-board communications versus a silo approach. This approach should be taken through a MOU that describes the roles and responsibilities of preparing schools that become hurricane or tsunami evacuation shelters.

2. **Recommendation 2: Reevaluate Resources for Schools as Shelters**

Planning and preparation for major weather events are essential to emergency management. Hawaii currently has no allocated funds for the upkeep or retrofitting of facilities for sheltering. Hawaii could apply for FEMA disaster mitigation grants as a
funding source to put toward its efforts; however, applying for and executing such grants require adequate resources. Grant applications are a tedious process that requires knowledgeable staff to execute them properly to be considered. On the other hand, the Governor’s Hurricane Conference in Florida provides a replicable resource for providing workshops on an annual basis. Hawaii’s governor should establish a similar conference by pulling emergency agencies together to hold workshops, training, and informational booths. Even if Hawaii were to do this, the lack of funding resources would remain. It may raise awareness, but it would not necessarily effect change in providing resources for schools as shelters.

If the Hawaii State Emergency Management Agency requests state funding, Hawaii would likely face the push-back that many Texas education boards have experienced. While one school district in Texas has made a commitment to dedicate funding for retrofitting schools, not many other districts have followed suit because of the expense. It is important to note that Hawaii would not face the problem of an across-the-board decision-making process. Unlike other states that have local education agencies with various boards, Hawaii’s public school system is a state education agency, governed by one board of education.

Hawaii’s criteria and access to informational resources for schools as shelters are lacking compared to those of Texas, where emergency-preparedness resources are available and accessible at all times. Texas schools receive direct assistance from the Texas School Safety Center at Texas State University. Disseminating safety and security information to K-12 schools and junior colleges throughout the state of Texas is a key component in preparing organizations for emergencies. Proper emergency training is therefore provided with support from an outside agency. In other words, schools districts are not abandoned in their preparation efforts for catastrophic events. Hawaii would benefit greatly from establishing a partnership between its education department and a third party that can assist schools on a regular basis. Based on the example set by Texas, Hawaii should reevaluate the resources provided by its emergency agency and consider
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establishing an office to serve the same purpose as the Texas School Safety Center. The HIEMA is an ideal agency to house a branch that serves educational agencies across the state because it already coordinates with officials when county emergency agencies activate schools as emergency shelters. Establishing this office, however, would require legislative action.

Contrary to Texas and Hawaii, Japan has a national system that recognizes the need for developing disaster-related school facilities with input from a variety of stakeholders. A strategic working collaboration exists between Japan’s emergency agencies, the public at large, and schools. A key resource, then, is the public that schools serve. Should Hawaii adopt a collaborative approach with community stakeholders, more attention would be given to emergency preparedness, as well as increased awareness of the abilities that schools have in serving as shelters.

B. SAFETY AND SECURITY

Storm shelters provide a safe zone from the dangers presented by a severe storm. Nevertheless, in the midst of a chaotic situation, safety and security can be compromised. The following recommendations address options to ensure safety and security measures are in place before and during the sheltering of evacuees.

1. Recommendation 3: Increase Training

Disaster preparedness is a high priority in Japan. Therefore, having proper resources in place along with public training practices exist across jurisdictions. The fewer number of natural events as compared with Japan does not warrant the same level of heightened resources for emergency preparedness. Moreover, the isolation of the 50th state places it at a higher risk as compared to other states and makes the need for appropriate emergency preparedness exercises and resources greater. By investing in public training practices, Hawaii residents would be more aware and more attention would be given not only to shelter improvements, but also to the training of school administrators and personnel on their roles in managing schools as emergency shelters, which is lacking. Although Hawaii marks the month of April as Tsunami Awareness Month, no statewide or countywide evacuation drills are conducted. Instead, schools are
empowered to make their own decisions on whether to hold evacuation drills. Japan holds school drills in conjunction with national evacuation and emergency preparedness exercises.

Establishing an annual event in Hawaii that encompasses communities statewide would allow schools, neighboring residents, and businesses to analyze the level of preparedness that exists. Large-scale exercises would also shed light on what type of training school officials must have to transition their campuses successfully to a public shelter. Such drills would also provide partnering emergency agencies an understanding of what takes place at the school level. An annual statewide drill would expose the existing risks and weaknesses in preparation efforts. Most importantly for Hawaii, emergency and government leaders will recognize the priority of schools as safe havens for communities. Having a large-scale emergency evacuation exercise for tsunami zones would increase awareness, and identify gaps.

The Governor’s Hurricane Conference in Florida provides over 300 hours of training and workshops that showcase best practices for managers to apply at their organizations. As mentioned earlier, Hawaii should hold a similar conference and would benefit greatly from having training and workshops led by those who lead these workshops in Florida. Should Hawaii hold such a conference, it could result in an increased level of awareness to prioritize emergency preparedness by all government agencies and community organizations.

2. **Recommendation 4: Consider Shelter Check-in and Tracking Process**

Schools that are activated shelters become confined spaces that temporarily house a large number of people. The lack of a background check system for individuals who enter shelters poses a risk of contamination by medically contagious persons and a safety risk to those who could become vulnerable to criminals, including convicted sexual predators. The situational awareness provided by a background check goes beyond knowing whether someone is medically contagious or a criminal. According to the American Diabetes Association, nearly 600,000 people in Hawaii have diabetes or have
prediabetes. If one or more of those persons come to a school that is an activated hurricane shelter, those managing the shelter should have an understanding of what the medical needs are to ensure they are safe and to know what to do in the event of a medical emergency. For Hawaii school administrators who stay at their school facilities to assist with management, to know who is on the premises during an evacuation event, a communication system must be in place that allows them to connect with law enforcement or medical personnel.

In contrast, Texas has developed a number of resources for school officials to turn to for guidance and information on sheltering practices through its collaboration with Texas State University. Texas has established a background check system for evacuees using RFID, which helps to provide a safe space for those with severe medical conditions and also identifies registered sex offenders in a shelter. Hawaii may not have the capabilities to establish a RFID-tracking of its evacuees; however, emergency officials should consider partnering with Hawaii’s university system to discuss what capabilities exist to begin a tracking system similar to Texas.

When Hawaii schools become activated public shelters, Red Cross volunteers are the lead agents who serve families and individuals seeking safe places in their communities. Establishing a RFID system may not be feasible for Hawaii at this time due to cost and the lack of a designated organization to oversee the operation. Nevertheless, it is worth discussing with law enforcement and emergency agencies on potential processes.

C. ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

Applying best practices for emergency preparedness of shelters and building code criteria necessitates ongoing oversight. Although severe storm experiences may be rare, it only takes one devastating weather event to destroy a community. Thus, assigned agencies or leaders should hold themselves accountable for the management of schools as shelters.

1. **Recommendation 5: Improve Shelter Management Practices**

Information and direction within the chain of command is lacking in Hawaii’s emergency management efforts regarding schools as shelters. Roles of responsibility must be clearly defined for the bureaucratic agencies of HIDOE and HIEMA. Florida exemplifies that established laws set a standard of management and oversight makes a difference in the preparation. The Statewide Emergency Shelter Plan Law in Florida provides direction for its emergency management division and district school boards to dedicate resources towards public hurricane shelters. Florida’s governor and cabinet also have a role in approving the plan submitted by the state’s emergency management division. This type of accountability is needed in Hawaii if it is to tackle the challenges it faces in ensuring safe emergency shelters.

2. **Recommendation 6: Identify Lead Agencies then Collaborate**

Emergency management divisions in Hawaii include a state agency and four county agencies. When a severe storm approaches, the agencies are in communication throughout the event. However, prior to a storm season or event, lack of attention by these agencies to fill the gaps that exist in sheltering needs is apparent. In other words, oversight responsibility in the preparation of hardening schools for shelter purposes is lacking. Hawaii should learn from Florida where its emergency agency is the lead in collaborative efforts with the education department to firm up shelter space and implement shelter plan actions. Hawaii’s last acknowledgement of emergency procedures for sheltering purposes date back to 1998; therefore, the efforts made by each organization, which includes the local Red Cross, should be revisited and updated.

Another approach taken by Texas is the establishment of the Texas School Safety Center at Texas State University. With the amount of informational resources and complex issues that could arise during an emergency event, the existence of this school safety center offers school staff consistent support. Hawaii should build upon the example of Texas by not only establishing a center within the Hawaii university system that is a clearinghouse of resources, but also use it to facilitate collaboration between the
various emergency agencies, school officials, and other stakeholders. Appropriate attention can therefore be paid by each agency with regard to schools as shelters.

3. **Recommendation 7: Appropriate Funding for Schools as Shelters**

   All cases examined in this thesis suffer from funding challenges for the construction and retrofitting of schools for shelters. Unlike Texas and Hawaii that have not budgeted state funds for this purpose, Florida’s governor budgeted $526 million towards educational infrastructure. Since Florida already has laws in place that mandate the construction of educational facilities to be built to function as an emergency shelter, a clear indication exists that the state uses school space for sheltering and is therefore dedicating funding for that purpose.

   Moreover, Japan not only dedicates funds to build disaster-resilient school facilities, but also requires the input of government, school officials, emergency management, and residents. Although Hawaii currently does not dedicate funding for schools as shelters, Hawaii should consider creating a policy that would allow for a funding source for schools as shelters.

**D. CONCLUSION**

Hawaii faces major challenges in the use of schools of shelters, the safety and security of these facilities as shelters, and the lack of governance to implement solutions adequately. Florida, Texas, and Japan provide possible solutions to these challenges. As explained in this chapter, some areas in Hawaii should begin to make changes to its policies now, beginning with revisiting its 2005 Hawaii Shelter Criteria report.
VII. SHELTERING FROM THE STORM: CONCLUSION

Scientists posit that storm activity is becoming more intense due to climate change.258 Therefore, all states, especially those in coastal areas, must prepare for a catastrophic event. Florida, Texas, and Japan are examples of locations that have a higher risk of natural hazards as compared to Hawaii. Nevertheless, for the remote state of Hawaii to be prepared for a Category 4 hurricane, more attention is required to harden its school facilities that serve as evacuation shelters. For Americans to be prepared for the strong storms and hurricanes, the DHS must take a serious look at how states are ensuring the safety and security of evacuees when a hurricane approaches. Ensuring that shelter facilities are capable of safeguarding evacuees is imperative for protecting lives. The majority of shelters are schools, but Hawaii’s safety and security standards for schools as shelters are deficient. This challenge, coupled with a lack of management and training of school officials, must not be ignored. Instead, Hawaii should improve these shelters by adopting standards and practices that have been adopted by Florida, Texas, and Japan.

A. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

In May 2016, the National Mitigation Investment Act (NMIA) was introduced in Congress. The proposed federal legislation aims to make changes to FEMA that will encourage and equip states and local governments around the nation to build more resiliently.259 However, to truly equip pre-disaster mitigation in communities requires looking beyond the hardened structures of homes and businesses. More research is needed regarding the allocation of FEMA funds. For schools to be constructed in ways that meet the highest building standards for sheltering, more oversight over building structures to meet ICC 500 compliance is needed. This would result in states giving attention and resources to schools as shelters.


Further research should also be pursued on the role Hawaii’s Red Cross provides for the training of shelter management at various facilities. Specifically, what role is expected of school administrators and staff in working with Red Cross volunteers and officials? Expectations of volunteers as shelter managers should be clarified to provide accountability of responsibilities within emergency shelters.

Lastly, a closer look into the RFID tracking system and background check system initiated by Texas is needed. Analysis on that system would provide valuable information to determine what lessons can be learned, so that other states can improve upon them should the system be implemented elsewhere.

B. CONCLUSION

This thesis examines practices and policies to aid Hawaii in improving its use of schools as public shelters during severe weather. In the practice of using schools as public shelters, this thesis: (1) presented practices and policies that already exist, (2) analyzed challenges and solutions, and (3) explored the government’s role.

State of Hawaii policies are needed to establish a system that allows for the hardening and maintenance of school shelters, training of shelter volunteers and school staff along with periodic evacuation drills, safety and security measures, and appropriate resources. By prioritizing these areas of concerns through legislation, the necessary attention toward schools as shelters will not only take place but also more communities in Hawaii will be better prepared to take cover when the force of the next storm strikes.
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